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Wireless networking within your organization is no longer optional. Your team moves around throughout your
building or campus, and they have become more dependant on their mobile devices. In fact, in many cases,
the mobile wireless devices are the primary communication platform on the network, and carry a substantial
portion of the data load. You already know this, and you may already have a
rudimentary wireless network which was implemented long before the recent
boom of wireless devices. Your forward planning, only a few short years ago
though, was no match for the sea change driven by UX (user experience).
Whether they use laptops, tablets, phones or point-of-sale devices, your
users need to connect to your LAN while moving from offices, meeting
rooms, lunch rooms, the shop floor and the warehouse without lugging and
plugging cables into Ethernet jacks. They also need to be assured that there
are no gaps in signal from an aging wireless access point. You may also
need the ability to gather valuable data from sensors distributed throughout
your organization. Your productivity depends on it. Your visitors also need to
be able to connect to the network, whether to access their
own remote network or the internet.
WI-FI ACCESS POINTS
When connectivity really matters, organizations turn to
Open Storage Solutions. We offer indoor and outdoor
wireless access points to fit any budget, performance
requirement or deployment scenario. Whether you’re
challenged with high client density,
Wi-Fi-unfriendly building materials or just rising user
expectations, our access points provide secure, reliable
access no matter how tough the environment.
INDOOR or OUTDOOR WI-FI ACCESS POINTS
We offer ultra-fast, ultra-reliable, ultra-intelligent access points for
millions of new IoT connections, bandwidth-hungry cloud and video
applications and the explosive growth in mobile devices. All of these
trends are making Wi-Fi a critical amenity for your organization, and
driving a need for faster speeds and more capacity.
Our access points deliver industry-leading Wi-Fi performance and
reliability in the toughest environments. We offer APs for every size
of venue, from the densest convention centre floor to the hotspot at
your corner coffee shop with groundbreaking RF innovations like:
?
Extended coverage with adaptive antenna technology utilizing
multi-directional antenna patterns.
?
Predictive channel selection which finds the best Wi-Fi channel
for each device based on real-time capacity, boosting
performance by up to 50 percent.
?
State-of-the-art security, mechanisms you’d expect — but made
simple to manage
?
High-performance dual-band
802.11ac access points
(meshed or wired) that deliver
blazing-fast data rates to
802.11ac Wave 2 clients, while
drastically improving RF
efficiency for legacy
802.11a/b/g/n clients
?
Configuration in minutes and
installation in hours, without
cumbersome site surveys or
tedious network setup
?
Simple, flexible management
for ten or ten thousand APs
with appliance-, virtual-, and
cloud-managed options
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Here are some thoughts as you prepare
to consider your wireless network:
Who are your users?
This will impact network design. A network
primarily for visitors will need to be isolated from
your main production LAN.
Define the purpose(s) of your wireless
network
What type of traffic will flow over the WLAN?
Voice and video data will have a different impact
than simple file data and internet traffic.
Bandwidth requirements
In a shared bandwidth technology like wireless,
you will need to consider the number of
simultaneous users as well as the type of network
traffic travelling over the system. Plan for future
growth, not just for your current needs.
Wireless standards may differ
There are basically four wireless standards in
use. Some are lower cost and have a limited data
transfer speed. Some have a higher transfer rate,
but a shorter range. Some are cross compatible
and others are not.
Consider coverage
You may need multiple WAPs to provide
coverage throughout your large building. A site
assessment will determine where access points
and repeaters should be placed for optimum
coverage. There may be areas, too, where you
won’t want coverage.
Wi-fi Security
Protecting your data from intrusion, interception
and theft is of paramount concern.
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